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Beer Tumbler 
200ml / 7oz 

48 per carton 
TD-070148 

Beer Midi 
285ml / 10oz 
48 per carton 
TD-100148 

Faceted Schooner 
425ml / 15oz 
48 per carton 
TD-152448 

Faceted Tumbler 
230ml / 8oz 

48 per carton 
TD-082448 

Faceted Midi 
285ml / 10oz 
48 per carton 
TD-102448 

Beer Schooner 
425ml / 15oz 
48 per carton 
TD-150148 

Beer Pint 
570ml / 20oz 
48 per carton 
TD-200148 

Old Style Tumbler 
285ml / 10oz 
48 per carton 
TD-104648 

With safety around drinking venues becoming an issue, Polycarbonate Drinkware has clear advantages 
for pubs, clubs and patrons alike. Polycarbonate is shatterproof, tough, reusable, economical                

and a sensible and practical option for savvy licensed operators.   
Many patrons do not even realise they are drinking from a polycarbonate, rather than glass. 

Tuffa Midi 
285ml / 10oz 
50 per carton 
TD-BEER285 

Tuffa Schooner 
425ml / 15oz 
50 per carton 
TD-BEER425 

Wine Goblet 
200ml / 7oz 

24 per carton 
TD-074024 

Wine Flute 
200ml / 7oz 

24 per carton 
TD-070624 

Pitcher with Ice Lip 
1140ml to line 
12 per carton 
TD-486012 

Standard Range 

Standard Faceted Range  Wine Range 

Tuffa Range  
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Who needs Tuffa?  We would of course say, “Almost anyone”, but there are particular groups that 
Tuffa is safer and very practical for. 

TUFFA MIDI 6 PACK 
285ml / 10oz 

 
1-99       6 Packs   TD-MIDI6 
 
100-499   6 Packs   TD-MIDI6-100 
 
500+        6 Packs   TD-MIDI6-500 

L 2 

Tuffa Drinkware is an ideal item for resellers to stimulate impulse purchases. 
With the outdoor Australian Lifestyle, there is always an ideal use for Tuffa Drinkware. 

What is so special about Tuffa Drinkware anyway? 
 

Tuffa is non-hydroscopis which in plain English means that minimal condensation appears on the outside of the glass.  
Condensation is what lets the cold out of the glass and why the drink becomes warm at the bottom.   
By keeping the cold inside the glass, drinks stay colder for longer than they do in glass, right down to the last drop. 
For the same reason a hot coffee will stay hot longer in Tuffa than it will in a standard glass, or cup, and it will not burn your 
hand because the heat does not transfer through the sides of the glass. 
 
Tuffa will last dozens of rounds in the dishwasher without cracking, crazing, shattering or yellowing. 
Cheaper alternatives will yellow or craze much sooner than high quality Tuffa. 

We tested the strength of a Tuffa glass by driving over it with a 2.5 ton forklift. Here is the result..  
The Tuffa schooner was a little bent out of shape and a little scuffed from the concrete, but was  
uncracked and could still hold liquid. This is the difference between high quality polycarbonate and  
cheaper alternatives.  
 
Tuffa meets all Australian Standards and is fully recyclable. 
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TUFFA SCHOONER 6 PACK 
425ml / 15oz 

 
1-99        6 Packs   TD-SCHO6 
 
100-499    6 Packs   TD-SCHO6-100 
 
500+         6 Packs   TD-SCHO6-500 


